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ABSTRACT
The onset of critical rare diseases (RDs) in children is rapid and danger-
ous, accompanied by a high mortality rate, which brings a heavy burden
to both families and society. Multiple malformations, neuromuscular dis-
eases, metabolic diseases, and heart diseases are the most common types
of RDs in children of China, often manifesting with multiple organ dys-
function. At present, the diagnosis and treatment of critical RDs in children
face challenges such as prolonged diagnosis time, a high misdiagnosis rate,
limited treatment modalities, and a significant disease burden. However,
with the progress in genetic testing technology, the establishment of mul-
tidisciplinary diagnosis and treatment platforms, and the implementation
of relevant RD policies in China, children with critical RDs will received
enhanced medical services, experience improved prognoses, and reintegrate
into social life.
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INTRODUCTION

Contrary to common diseases, rare diseases (RDs) refer to a
large category of diseases with a relatively low prevalence
rate. Countries/organizations have different definitions of
RDs given their distinct national conditions.1–6 Although
the number of patients with RDs seems rare, it is not
rare because of the diversity of diseases. Orphadata, which
extracts data sets from Orphanet, revealed that there are
more than 10 000 known RDs worldwide (https://www.
orphadata.com/), accounting for approximately 10% of
human diseases, and the number of individuals with RDs
is approximately 473 million.7,8 In China, more than 20
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million individuals are estimated to be affected by vari-
ous RDs. The estimated prevalence rate of RDs has been
increasing, with an average annual growth rate of 19.46%.9

RDs have received relatively insufficient attention because
of their particularity. However, with the continuous
improvement of economic levels and social development,
social awareness of RDs has been increasing. In May 2010,
the concept of RDs in China was first defined during the
Expert Seminar on the Definition of RDs in China.5 Over
the following 10 years, China has successively released key
initiatives such as the First Batch of RDs,6 the Diagnosis
and Treatment Guideline for RDs (2019 Edition),10 and the
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Second Batch of RDs11 and established a national coopera-
tive network for the diagnosis and treatment of RDs. Thus,
the diagnosis and treatment system for RDs is gradually
improving. This article mainly discusses the characteristics
and current status of the diagnosis and treatment of pedi-
atric critical RDs and explores its prospect in the future, in
the hope to provide valuable reference for the management
of pediatric critical RDs in China.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PEDIATRIC
CRITICAL RDs

Approximately 80% of RDs have a genetic origin, con-
tributing to a high incidence of these diseases in children.
According to the First Batch of RDs, among 121 RDs, pedi-
atrics is the leading department for 49 diseases.6 Shi et al.12

analyzed the status of 121 RDs on the basis of more than 15
million hospitalized cases in China and found that the age
group of 0–14 years accounted for 28.6% of all cases. These
studies indicated the importance of children in the group of
patients with RDs in China.

Children with RDs often present with an acute onset and
a critical condition. They are often directly admitted to
the neonatal intensive care unit/pediatric intensive care unit
(PICU) for treatment because of sudden cardiac arrest,
shock, respiratory failure, status epilepticus, and changes in
their state of consciousness.13,14 The most common critical
RDs in children are multiple malformations, neuromuscu-
lar diseases, metabolic diseases, and cardiac diseases.15,16

Children with neuromuscular disease primarily manifest
muscular hypotonia, status epilepticus, ventilator depen-
dence with inability to be weaned, general developmental
delay, motor delay, and so on. Children with metabolic
diseases usually start with a metabolic crisis, which may
present as hypoglycemia, metabolic acidosis, diabetes
ketoacidosis, hyperammonemia, or other abnormalities of
specific indicators. Children with rare heart-related diseases
often experience cardiac arrest, dilated cardiomyopathy,
pulmonary artery stenosis, or arrhythmia. Children with
multiple malformations may present simultaneous multiple
system abnormalities. A study from the Beijing Children’s
Hospital has shown that phenotypes can guide the diag-
nosis of RDs.15 In the PICU, patients with the phenotype
of metabolism/homeostasis disorder, growth delay, or ocu-
lar anomalies demonstrated a significantly higher diagnosis
yield than those without these phenotypes.

Children with critical RDs often have concurrent multiple
organ dysfunction. Sanford et al.13 reported that more than
50% of children with critical RDs need to consult more than
five experts from relevant disciplines after admission. Liu
et al.15 found that 83.7% of critically ill children with RDs
need to receive antibiotic treatment after hospitalization,

79.0% need to receive mechanical ventilation, and almost
50% need endotracheal intubation.

Children with critical RDs not only experience prolonged
hospitalization time and a high readmission rate, but also
a high mortality rate.17,18 Stevenson and Carey19 reported
that malformations and genetic disorders accounted for
63.9% of newborn deaths, 51% of infant deaths, and 34.4%
of children over 1-year old deaths. Huang20 reported that,
from 2005 to 2014, 21.37% of children died of congeni-
tal malformations in the PICU of the Children’s Hospital
of Chongqing Medical University of China. Congenital
malformations ranked first among all causes of death.
Therefore, strengthening clinicians’ understanding of RDs
in children, especially infants, can facilitate early diagno-
sis and treatment. This will improve survival rates, enhance
prognoses, reduce the financial burden of families and
society, and, finally, improve the quality of population.

DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT STATUS
OF CRITICAL RDs IN CHILDREN

Long diagnosis time and high misdiagnosis rate

Timely diagnosis is a great challenge for individuals with
RDs. A study has shown that up to 50% of children
with RDs have never been diagnosed.21 A cross-sectional
study on the misdiagnosis of RDs in China, involving
2040 patients with RDs, showed that the diagnosis time
was 2.26 ± 4.81 years, and more than two thirds of
patients with RDs were misdiagnosed.22 Delayed diagno-
sis would delay the start of targeted treatment, leading to
serious, irreversible, and life-threatening consequences. In
the process of seeking diagnosis, patients often visit many
hospitals for multiple examinations and receive various
incorrect diagnoses. Such activity can lead to ineffective
and even harmful treatments, resulting in physical and
mental burdens to patients and their families.

The misdiagnosis may be affected by various factors. First,
as the name implies, RDs are rare or even never have been
observed in clinical practice. Most doctors lack relevant
medical knowledge and the ability to correctly identify
RDs in time.23,24 Second, most RDs, especially genetic
ones, exhibit genetic and phenotypic heterogeneity, and
some present with atypical early clinical manifestations.
Thus, doctors are often unable to make accurate diagnoses
promptly. Additionally, at present, most RDs are diagnosed
mainly through gene detection, which is expensive, and not
all hospitals have the testing conditions. Therefore, these
factors collectively contribute to a difficult situation char-
acterized by a high misdiagnosis and missed diagnosis rate,
prolonged diagnostic turnaround time, and even incorrect
treatment of patients with RDs.
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Limited treatment

Due to the low incidence rate and wide variety of RDs, the
research and development of drugs for RDs are difficult and
costly. He et al.25 reported that less than 10% of RDs had
approved treatment drugs or approaches, such as enzyme
replacement therapy (e.g., agalsidase α/β) for Fabry dis-
ease, gene therapy (e.g., nusinersen) for treating spinal
muscular atrophy, targeted treatment (e.g., burosumab) for
X-linked hypophosphatemic rickets, as well as diet therapy
and surgical treatment. In addition, achieving early preven-
tion and early treatment is crucial for most children with
RDs. This involves evaluating the affected system and initi-
ating regular disease monitoring after diagnosis to improve
symptoms and ensure long-term survival.

Heavy economic burden of disease

A study in the United States showed that 16% of all pedi-
atric hospitalization expenses in South Carolina (28% for
infants) and 28% of all pediatric hospitalization expenses
in California (51% for infants) were related to birth defects
and genetic diseases.26 Given the low incidence of RDs and
the high cost of drug research and development, the med-
ical cost of patients with RDs is expensive. According to
EvaluatePharma’s Orphan Drug Report 2018, the mean cost
per patient per year was 4.8 times greater for orphan drugs
than for nonorphan drugs.27 For example, Fabry disease is
an X-linked lysosomal storage disorder caused by muta-
tions in the GLA gene, resulting in deficient α-galactosidase
A activity. This enzyme deficiency leads to the accumula-
tion of metabolic substrates in the kidneys, nerves, heart,
skin, and other organs, resulting in multiorgan damage.28

Agalsidase α is the specific drug for Fabry disease. The
recommended dose for children is 0.2 mg⋅kg−1 once every
other week, and the annual treatment cost is approximately
161 200 RMB (if the weight is 35 kg). Another drug, agalsi-
dase β, is recommended for children at a dose of 1 mg⋅kg−1

once every other week, with an annual treatment cost of
approximately 884 000 RMB (if the weight is 35 kg).
Moreover, children with critical RDs may also need com-
prehensive treatment, such as respiratory support and renal
replacement therapy, leading to higher medical costs. How-
ever, the national medical security system for RDs in China
is not yet sound, and patients with RDs and their families
still bear a heavy burden of the disease.

PROSPECTS OF CRITICAL RDs IN
CHILDREN

Early diagnosis and treatment of children with critical
RDs has become feasible with the development of
genetic testing technology

According to the Orphanet database, approximately 80%
of RDs are caused by genetic factors.29 With the rapid

development of gene detection technology and the inten-
sive research on medical genetics, the diagnosis yield of
RDs has greatly improved. In particular, the advent of
whole exome sequencing (WES) provides a new strat-
egy for diagnosing genetic disorders. Numerous studies
have shown that WES has a unique value in the diag-
nosis of critical genetic RDs in children. Through WES,
25.6%–52.5% of critically ill children suspected of having
genetic RDs can be definitively diagnosed. This not only
changes the clinical management of diagnosed patients but
also reduces mortality and hospitalization costs.15,16,30–33

However, for critically ill children with RDs in the inten-
sive care unit, early diagnosis and early treatment can
be achieved only if the WES test results are obtained as
soon as possible, thereby reducing mortality and unnec-
essary examinations and minimizing the anxiety of the
children’s families. In recent years, several research teams
have committed to rapid WES for the diagnosis of crit-
ical genetic diseases in children. Wang et al.34 from the
Children’s Hospital of Fudan University, Shanghai, China,
performed rapid trio-WES on 33 critically ill children
from the neonatal intensive care unit/PICU. The median
turnaround time was 24 h, significantly shorter than that
of regular trio-WES detection, and 23 patients got a def-
inite diagnosis. In addition, the development of the new
nanopore sequencing technology and artificial intelligence
is conducive to improving the efficiency and accuracy of
diagnosing RDs.35–37 However, clinicians should deter-
mine under what circumstance to use which type of WES
and collaborate with geneticists to explain in detail to fami-
lies the implications, risks, and limitations of WES results.
This is essential to avoid overusing WES, which could
impose an unnecessary financial burden on patients.

A comprehensive diagnosis and treatment platform for
children with critical RDs has been established using a
multidisciplinary team

Most of the rare critical diseases in children involve mul-
tiple organs or systems, leading to diverse symptoms and
complex phenotype. The symptoms and signs of each child
with RDs often involve multiple clinical subspecialties.
A multidisciplinary team (MDT) refers to the consulta-
tion and discussion involving more than two disciplines
for a single patient. The MDT focuses on the difficult
problems in disease diagnosis and treatment and finally
formulates a reasonable and executable clinical diagnosis
and treatment plan. It aims to provide patients with rea-
sonable, effective, and convenient medical services to the
greatest extent.38 In 2021, a tertiary children’s hospital in
Shanghai launched a 1-year MDT screening project for
pediatric Fabry disease.39 The screening team, comprising
a nephrologist, neurologist, rheumatologist, cardiologist,
gastroenterologist, dermatologist, ophthalmologist, neona-
tologist, psychologist, otologist, pathologist, and geneticist,
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was formed throughout the hospital to screen children with
high-risk profiles of Fabry disease, such as an episodic cri-
sis of burning in the hands or feet, unexplained chronic
kidney disease, unexplained hypertrophic myocardiopathy,
or heart failure. Thirty-five children with high-risk profiles
were referred for screening, with a diagnosis rate of 14.3%
(5/35). Prior to this screening, no case of Fabry disease
had been diagnosed in the hospital. The MDT at Beijing
Children’s Hospital has also played an important role in the
diagnosis and treatment of difficult RDs. Established more
than 2 years ago, the MDT has attended to 237 patients, of
which 50% we definitely diagnosed and timely treated after
consultation, which led to an improved prognosis for these
patients.

MDT cannot only improve the rate of diagnosing RDs but
also the development of individualized treatment or fam-
ily management strategies for children with identified RDs.
The relevant specialist clinicians would make diagnosis
and treatment plans, including drug treatment, surgical cor-
rection, stem cell transplantation, and gene therapy. The
nutritionist would develop a special diet recipe. Geneticists
could also provide the families with fertility guidance. The
psychological state of children with RDs and their families
should also be given attention. Psychological counseling
provided by social workers may help relieve their nervous
and anxious mental states. With the involvement of MDT,
some hospitals in China have built a one-stop, compre-
hensive diagnosis and treatment platform for children with
RDs, thus improving the prognosis of patients.

The future of children with critical RDs is promising
because of policy support

In recent years, the Chinese government has continuously
improved the policy support system for RDs. Since 1999,
a number of incentive policies for RD drugs have been
issued to promote the research and development of inno-
vative drugs for RDs and to require regulators to hasten
the approval process on the premise of ensuring the safety
and effectiveness of drugs. Notably, a total of 207 drugs
included in China’s first and second list of RDs have been
available within the Chinese market, effectively addressing
88 different RDs.40,41 With the release of the implementa-
tion plan of Hainan Boao Lecheng International Medical
Tourism Pilot Zone, this strategy supports top medical
domestic institutions to establish clinical trial institutions,
perform multicenter clinical trials, and even conditionally
allow individuals to take imported drugs with reasonable
doses out of the pilot zone for use. These measures not
only effectively solve the dilemma of patients with RDs
at this stage but also pave the way for China to develop
orphan drugs by itself. At the same time, the gap with devel-
oped countries, such as European countries and the United
States, should also be recognized. Further acceleration of

independent drug research and development is needed to
bring hope for the treatment of more children with RDs.

In terms of medical resources, the diagnosis of RDs is
related to the level of hospitals and the education level of
doctors. A survey on the diagnosis and treatment of RDs
among clinicians in Tangshan, Hebei Province, showed
that the probability of clinicians in tertiary hospitals treat-
ing patients with RDs was approximately 2.5 times that
of secondary hospitals. With enhanced educational level,
technical titles, and years of medical practice, the prob-
ability of clinicians treating patients with RDs increased
by 67.8%, 19.0%, and 14.9%, respectively.42 Another sur-
vey has shown that 25% of patients with RDs need to go
to another region to be diagnosed.43 These results show
that the balanced development of medical resources is par-
ticularly important to improve the ability to diagnose and
treat RDs. In 2019, the National Health Commission of
the People’s Republic of China issued the Notice of the
General Office of the National Health Commission on the
Establishment of a National Collaborative Network for the
Diagnosis and Treatment of RDs, which arranged for the
diagnosis and treatment of RDs at the national level.44 With
the increasing number of specialized children’s hospitals
and pediatricians, the establishment and improvement of
genetic diagnosis and treatment systems, the development
of national and regional medical center network, and the
systematic advancement of RD pediatrician training, high-
quality pediatric medical resources will continue to expand
to meet the diagnosis and treatment needs of patients with
RDs in different regions.

In terms of medical insurance, the number of drugs for RDs
that can be covered by the national medical insurance has
been increasing in China. Recently, 97 drugs included in
China’s first and second list of RDs have been encompassed
within the medical insurance framework and earmarked for
RD treatment, contributing to coverage for 52 RDs.40,41

From the state to the local level, medical guarantees for
patients with RDs are provided through various schemes,
such as serious disease insurance, medical assistance, spe-
cial financial services, commercial insurance, and charity
assistance, and gradually integrated into the 2030 Healthy
China process.45

In conclusion, children constitute a significant group of
RDs, with a high proportion experiencing critical illnesses.
Some challenges persist in the diagnosis and treatment
of RDs in China. Nevertheless, with the development of
genomics, the continuous improvement of national policies
on RD drug research and development, medical security,
professional training of RD clinicians, and the develop-
ment of pediatric critical care medicine, more and more
children with critical RDs will be cured, and their future
is promising.
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